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Director of
Business
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Brandon
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Mark
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Member
s.com;
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daniel@yinusainc.c
Daniel Lv Manager
om;
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Director of
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Jeff
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CEO
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Z

Jacquelin
e
Harrison President
Lindsay
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Consultant

Phone

TEMPORARY SHELTERS
FINISHED GOOD PRODUCERS
Comments

Additional Information

(704) 467-5136
(828) 674-7716

We make and have in stock larger sized wall tents for perhaps triage
set-ups or testing set-ups.

We have 50+ sewing machines and 48 workers that could help in
this process.
We can supply any products related to precision sheet metal
fabrication and electromecanical assemblies. We currently
manufacture medical equipment including CAT scan machines,
We are an extremely versatile contract manufacturer willing to free rehab equipment and X-Ray equipment. We have in house sheet
up capacity to assist whomever needs help in addressing the
metal fabrication, tubular fabrications, welding, powder coating as
well as complete EMS services.
215-676-7600 current need for medical equipment and components.
We can create standalone flexible space separating curtains and/or
enclosures, with the ability to integrate standalone high speed vinyl
We're ready and able to provide the industry's fastest turnaround door systems with interlock capability. Our products are used in
times of 1-3 weeks for custom orders, and the ability to work with clean room and food processing applications, where wash down
your team to think outside the box and come up with the best
procedures and cleanliness are closely monitored, and could be
applied for use here well.
262-746-3350 solution to the problem at hand.
We have all of the machines here, but we would have to acquire the Other Plastic barrier products like medical dividing curtains and
material to product the above products.
liners

(828) 230-8937 Willing to help with this crisis if we can put our capacity to use.

585-393-0650
All of our customers realized automation, they can help produce
914-355-0593 medical supplies

We have cutting and spreading machine that can help produce all
above products

jgoulet@llinktech.c
om;

All of the selected boxes above we have the ability to manufacture.
We sell none of the above on the commercial market.
231-264-8111 TBM Cage Code : 381H4
FDA Registered facility. Some automation (CNC fabric/wood/plastic
Seat cushions
815-277-2709 cutting) and many manual processes.
Manufacturer of cut and sew products, automated assemblies for
both automotive and heavy truck industries. As a Heavy truck
supplier (infrastructure), we will be continuing operations pursuant
to Department of Homeland Security requirements. CAGE code:
586-201-8532 3UNC6 SBA # PO470573

LUIS@LNJSIGNS.CO
M;

407-920-4343

ctoteff@tbmfg.com;
jeremy@therafin.co
m;

jacqueline@freema
nmfg.com;
Lindsay.shadeoutdo
ors@gmail.com;

Freeman Mfg. is a medical soft good sewing company, that can use
our sewing operations to sew a variety of medical textile goods. We
also have the ability to cut fabric patterns on a large 102" wide
format automated machine. Our company also has 10,000 sq. ft. of We are a medical soft good sewing company, that can use our
sewing operations to sew a variety of medical textile goods.
269-651-2371 production space for assembly.
970-214-3964
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USA
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Michigan
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Distribution, Inc.
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Bates Distributors and
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Michigan

Name
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Matthews upplier
k.com;
Jack
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Carroll
Customer Service ning.com;
Jon
Buckner
Dan
Gilbert

jbuckner@fitzsimm
Owener
onsinc.com;
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Technical Director s.com;
Business
Development
Manager

USA

Ross
Ruffing
ann
duncan

USA

Maggie
BullardMarshall Vice-President

USA

USA
USA
USA

Vice-President

Michigan

USA

WRIGHT TOOL
COMPANY

Ohio

USA

Kadiri Health, LLC

Ohio

USA

Denver Tent Co.
Kodiak Canvas
Company

Colorado

USA

Utah

USA

Email

Timothy
Rose
Don
Gould
Belinda
Bates
Maggie
BullardMarshall
BRIAN
MCNANN
EY
Christoph
er Cox
Kevin
Womer
Sara
Bruce

SVP

ross.ruffing@ryzingt
ech.com;
aduncan@keystonb
ros.com;

sales@aldevra.com;

CEO

texfab2001@yahoo.
com;
don@sheridantent.c
om;
Sales@bdsPPE.com;

Aldevra

sales@aldevra.com;

President

bmcnanney@wright
Sr. Director MRO toolcompany.com;
ccox@kadirihealth.c
Senior Consultant om;

President
Owner

kwomer@denverte
nt.com;
Kodiak.canvas.co@g
mail.com;

Phone
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Although, we’re a startup company the owner has years of
experience as a Finder putting together deals when no one else can.
We could have your request for products fulfilled in a timely
fashion as we currently have $5 million financing from the second
largest purchase order company in the United States. Thank you for
this opportunity! thank you for your time, please stay safe! Truly
look forward to to doing business and helping our vast community
in this time of great need... I would love to be an advocate to assist
678-524-2436 you in the near future! Have the rest of a super great day

Additional Information
I’m a big box supplier which have manufacturers in China and a
personal relationship with the owner of a textile manufacturer in
Pakistan who makes products for billion dollar corporations here in
the US-All will provide whatever products you may need provided
the C virus will not hold up orders. I’ve been in touch with my
manufactures regarding other requested medical items, like
foldable Crutches, foldable canes with SOS alarms and flashlightI’m ordering now for a Doctor who’d like 150 foldable walking
canes. Most of them are back to work now, so I strongly believe we
can fill any order at your convenience for the requested quantities.

330-848-7611
We would be glad to assist in any way possible. I have the ability to
produce 24hrs and the skill level to build temporary structures and
859-609-7216 sew multiple types of bags, curtains etc....
540-290-5626
Work with a large-scale production facility to design and deploy
military shelters, especially relating to specialty facilities for
chemical/biological threats. Have a current SBIR that is also
412-616-1210 developing a rapid escape airlock door for such applications.
678-689-2860
We are a service disabled veteran owned small business, 8a small
disadvantaged business, and HUBZone firm. We specialize in
providing medical equipment to government hospitals and
269-350-1337 facilities. Please visit www.aldevra.com for more info!

586-530-4233 Please contact us with your needs and thoughts.

filters for transit systems, fabrics for senior living communities

Medical Supply Cabinets, Refrigerators, Freezers, Exam Tables,
Diagnostic Equipment, Disposable Gloves and more
We are in industrial sewing company. Currently making tents for
Camp Dearborn. We have a wide variety of sewing capabilities and
machines. We manufacture products for industrial, catalog, military
and consumer products. The name of our company is Textile
Fabrication & Distribution Inc.

307-674-6313
833-744-1400 Thank you

Thank you

269-350-1337

313-407-9039
Wound care products Video Laryngeoscopes
1310-435-5455 Supplier/Distributor
We are a fully equipped textile manufacturing company with
capabilities to produce small to large textiles from the simple to the Tarps, covers, large format textiles, complex design textiles, custom
textiles, metal tent frame
720-257-7629 most complex.
907-512-2966
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Location

Lindsay Exhibit Group Michigan

Country

Name

Title

Email

USA

Scott
Lindsay

President

scott@lindsayexhibi
ts.com;

810-923-2180

mike@venangoawni
ng.com;

We are a well connected entrepreneurial manufacturer and
business. We have experience learning, design, manufacturing and
installing fabric and metal fabricated products. We take on new
products and processes quickly. As long as out employees can work,
724-263-8123 we can help.

Pennsylvan
Venango Awning, LLC ia
USA

Wholesale Shade

California

USA

Lincoln Tent Inc.

Nebraska

USA
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USA
USA
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Customer
orders@wshade.co
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com;

CEO
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es.biz;
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ign.com;
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com;

CEO
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CEO
Director of
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USA

Heidi
Devroy

CEO

hdevroy@prospertech.net;

The Airtex Group

Minnesota USA

Mark
Phillips

VP OEM

Mark.Phillips@Airte
xgroup.com;

Concord Awning

New
Hampshire USA

Denise
denise@concordaw
Sandberg President / Owner ning.com;

Phone
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Additional Information
We are a supplier of portable/modular exhibit systems, which can
also function as room-dividers and temporary wall enclosures.
Could be used to separate or "wall off" spaces. The modularity of
these exhibit systems lends itself to fast, inexpensive, and
temporary installations.

We sew HDPE Shade Sails. I'm not sure how this would be used for
shelters, but I suppose it could work.

760-603-3269
402-467-4559

248-678-4600
810-240-4162
906-458-0690
828-773-4013

We are a Minority & Woman-Owned Small Business Enterprise and
would love the opportunity to become one of your Diverse
Suppliers.
Divide by Design offers the ability to build temporary work stations
and partitions in a short period of time.
We have computerized cutting and sewing capacity available
immediately.
We also offer automated static cutting machines for volume
cutting.

Testing Monitors, Thermometers, Pill Boxes, Disposable Laundry
Bags, Blankets, Face Masks, etc.
We are able to do temporary walls and partitions in a short period
of time

We are a machine and tool shop and currently machine medical
devices. We do not make any of the above things but if there is any
way we could help we have capacity in our building and people who
Please know our prayers are with you. Thank you for everything you could help. I marked other temporary shelters because we are good
at building things.
810-334-4000 are doing.
The Airtex Group is a 102 year old company/factory based in
Minneapolis MN. We specialize in the production of a wide
assortment of cut and sew products ranging from Home Décor
items like sheeting, pillows and drapes to an assortment of bags for
testing equipment, backpacks and other carry cases. Our years of
work in this category has enabled us to assemble a supply base of
over 400 USA based raw material suppliers. We look forward to
using out knowledge of cut and sew products and our extensive
supply base to support any production needs that arise from the
COVID-19 virus.
720-272-6965

603-224-6880

We are an awning and industrial curtain fabricator and as such
could fabricate demising curtains and / or partitioning curtains

Company
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Location

Florida

Country

USA

Eide Industries, Inc.

Thermal Control
Products, Inc

Western Carolina
Sewing Compnay

ADVANTAGE TENT
FITTINGS INC

Name

John Paul
Marcanto
nio
CEO
Don
Araiza
President

Paul
Matte

North
Carolina

Ohio

USA

USA

Exxel, Inc.

Colorado

USA

John’s. Sanitations

Pennsylvan
ia
USA

Title

Libby
O'Bryan

Vice President

president

BEN HALL PRESIDENT

Email

johnpaul.marcanton
io@galepacific.com;
don@eideindustries
.com;

Phone
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GALE PACIFIC is a global manufacturer of knitted, woven and coated
commercial and consumer grade fabrics. We have the capability
and capacity to manufacture weather and water resistant fabrics
and extremely high volumes. We are a leader in shelter and
protective structures for people and asset protection. Our
capability is applicable for manufacturing the products highlighted
above and we are able to quickly develop and manufacture the
items listed above at scale. We have available domestic and
international assembly and material conversion capability to enable
mass quantities of these products. We have a global, integrated
supply chain with manufacturing sites in Australia, the US & China all of which are fully operational and have available capacity for the
manufacture of these goods today. We have selling and
We are here to help - please let us know how we can do so and put distribution infrastructure in the United States that is able to flow
us in contact with any and all parties needing these products or
goods where necessary, when necessary and we stand ready to
help where needed.
704-755-7301 assistance in any way. Thank you for the opportunity.
562-402-8335 Our products can be production or custom

pmatte@thermalco
ntrolproducts.com;

704-454-7605;
704-633-9211

libby@wcsewco.co
m;

We are a high-quality sewing production facility in NC. We have
experience in clothing, accessories and curtain panels. Smaller,
specialized products are a good fit for us. We currently produce
718-683-6088 scrub hats and IV line covers for the medical industry.

BEN@ADVANTAGET
ENT.COM;

Matthew Vice President
Duvall
Kelty Tactical

matthew.duvall@ke
lty.com;

Sharon
Blumeno Consultant

Sblumeno@gmail.c
om;

Additional Information

740-773-3015

Currently producing military medical bags. We are an industrial
sewing Company with capabilities that include CNC cutting,
automated webbing cutting. Sewing capabilities include single and
dual stitch, programmable sewing machines, zipper and binding
machines. Currently count with a manufacturing staff force of
approx 70 people. If we can be of any assistance, please contact us
immediately.

Currently manufacture: -Components for commercial/military tents
including tent stakes, tent poles, ratchet straps and tent walls. Triage and First Responder Tarps -Web Straps -Duffel & Equipment
Bags -Privacy Screens and curtains Currently distribute via federal
contract GS03F0003W: -Commercial duty pop-up style canopies
(10x10', 10x15', 10x20') with or without custom print -Could also
supply banners Other capabilities/items include: -Industrial
sewing (lockstitch, chainstitch, zigzag, autotack) -Hot wedge heat
seal -High volume hot knife web cutting

Our company currently produces sleeping bags and tents. We do
have capacity and the machinery to produce other items. Above,
We began our operation in 2000. Our factory is located in Haleyville we have marked temporary shelters which would fit in with our
AL. We produce both sleeping bags and tents for the military, the tent production. We also have selected the patient lifting systems
mass market and many sporting good stores. Our facility is over
as we currently make a military poncho that converts to a lifting
303-357-2771; 250,000 square feet. We are equipped with about 100 sewing
system (litter). We would also be capable of producing lightweight
720-988-7871 machines, cutting machines, quilters and garnets.
blankets manufactured similar to sleeping bags but without zippers.
Our extensive product line includes a variety of modern portable
toilets, handwashing stations, and Executive Restroom Trailers as
well as handicapped units available. Our portable toilets and
restrooms are cleaned before delivery and will be serviced regularly Porta potty‘s, executive trailers with showers, handwashing
stations.
248-730-2499 during your rental.
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USA
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ISON

Michigan

USA

Chris
Ritsema

Owner

Michigan

USA
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Production
Manager

Michigan

Michigan

USA

USA
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USA

Virginia

USA

Michigan

USA
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Rob
Kotowski President

Jeff
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Jeff
Grieshop President
David T
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Director of
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Additional Information
All finished goods for our tents are made in the USA. Our suppliers
ddokman@tentcraft
have been made aware of the potential need to ramp up and we are Drive-through testing tents Mitigation tents Signage and
.com;
accessories for crowd control
231.346.8707 prepared to scale up our production facility.
pisonint@gmail.co
we have made body bags in the past, we also can sew other items
m;
757-338-8091 as the upholstery business slows down
We are an automated Company with a large plotting and cutting
table. We use Rhino cad and Exact flat software's to build our
designs. We have a design team that can build all needed cad files
chris@canvasinnova
in house. We specialize in custom designs and can facilitate any
tions.us;
616-218-0242 production opportunities.
We have been servicing the metro-Detroit and Norther Ohio area
hospitals for a long time. We have provided in the past many
temporary and permanent structures on hospital grounds. Our
jfalahee@marygrov
capabilities are extensive and our capacity allows for very quick turn
e.com;
734-422-7110 around.

Rob@lakeshoreboat
top.com;

jmaxwell@ifmetalw
orks.com;

jeffgrieshop@celina
.com;
david.thornhill@int
extile.com;

ASHLEY@COYLAB.C
OM;

If there are companies out there that need repetitive cutting or any
type of volume cutting if we are provided files and fabric we can
produce these items and have them shipped to different branches
586-260-0687 for production if we are not capable of sewing certain items
Our primary services include: Welding and fabrication of all
common metals including stainless steel and aluminum with a
Certified Welding Inspector on staff, 2D waterjet cutting up to 2m x
4m, precision machining up to medium format, and all metalfabrication support activities such as powder coat finishing
available We are available to respond to metal
fabrication/machining requirements from all manufacturing
sectors, including fabrication of components for proprietary
systems under NDA. We are also capable of waterjet cutting and
machining many materials other than metals. IFM is ISO
586-776-8311 9001:2105 registered and ITAR compliant.
Celina has enough shelters in stock to house over 36,000 people (50
square feet of space per person). All of Celina's shelters can be
retrofit to be used as drive-thru medical inspection shelters.
Celina has flooring, lighting, extension cords, and climate control
systems in inventory, ready for immediate shipment. Celina is still
fabricating products for its customer sunder normal operating
conditions. Should the need arise, Celina will initiate Surge
Production for products required by the Federal Government.
Please contact Celina for additional literature, information on
419-305-8931 manufacturing capabilities, or current inventory levels.

Canvas products, commercial sewing, volume cutting of material
and fabric

We do not specialize in medical furniture, but we are a fully
equipped metal fabrication company and we frequently build
custom furniture. Motorized beds would be out of our reach due to
design requirements and timing, but static beds could be produced
quickly if needed. We have open production capacity and are
available for any fabricated metal products that may support these
efforts.

Celina has a significant amount of shelters in stock and ready to
ship from the Celina, OH facility. Celina is a manufacturer and
supplier to the military, industrial, and commercial markets. Celina
manufactures a wide range of industrial textile products that
include tents, shelters, decontamination shelters, collective
protection shelters, ducting, tarpaulin, secondary containment
berms, spill containment berms, and more.

540-797-2505

Our products and mfg capabilities have been used in other
infectious disease pandemics from specimen isolation to drug
734-476-2648 research.

Our Manufacturing facility is very diverse. We manufacture air
tight glove boxes and general enclosures that can be used for
isolators, cell and tissue culture, culturing bacteria, drug research,
microbiome, UV Light (PCR Workstation) and any environment that
controls temperature, Oxygen, CO2, & Humidity. Our products
have been used for Ebola, clostridium difficile (C Diff.), Anthrax,
Tuberculosis Common Customers are the Center for Disease
Control (CDC), National Institute of Health (NIH), World Health
Organization (WHO) and many other major research institutes
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Location

Country

DLM Plastics
Valley Awning and
Tent
Lawrence Fabric and
Metal Structures Inc

Ohio

USA

Ohio

USA

Name
Title
Matthew
Badertsch
er
Manager
Bob
Deagan President

Missouri

USA

Dave Bess VP

American Made bags
Synergy Prototype
Stamping LLC

Washingto
n D.C.
USA

Michigan

USA

TentCraft
Beamstopr Laser
Barriers Inc.

Michigan

USA

Ohio

USA

TentCraft, Inc.

Michigan

USA

OTA Company Inc.

Advanced Canvas &
Upholstery

Exquise Fire & Safety
TopTec Products
Warp Corp
Material Girl
Upholstery

Wisconsin USA

Michigan USA
South
Carolina
USA
Washingto
n
USA
Florida

USA

MP Fashion

Michigan

USA

HDT Global
North American
Rescue

Ohio
South
Carolina

USA
USA

mattb@dlmplastics.
com;
bob@valleyawninga
ndtent.com;
davebess@lawrence
fabric.com;

Phone

330-744-8368

Commercial tents

636-861-0100

Temporary membrane structures

americanmadebags
330-475-1385;
@gmail.com;
330-592-4228 cell

Dave
Dokman
Barbara
Krantz
Dave
Dokman

ddokman@tentcraft
.com;
beamstopr@aol.co
m;
ddokman@tentcraft
.com;

Brian
Hegner

Supply Chain
Manager
President
Supply Chain
Manager

President

marcus@synergypr
ototype.com;

brian@otainc.com;

Stephan@canvasgu
y.net;
parkerg@exquisefir
Gerald
eprotectionsafety.c
Parker
President/CEO
om;
John
jciniglio@meycopro
ciniglio
President
ducts.com;
todd@warpexhibits.
Todd Bell President
com;
Karin
good4chin@gmail.c
DiTullio Owner
om;
milapershyna@gma
Mila
CEO
il.com;
carl.pates@hdtglob
Carl Pates SVP of Operations al.com;
Scott
Sales & Business sspratt@narescue.c
Spratt
Development
om;
CEO

Additional Information

419-424-5250

Tommy
Armour President
Marcus
Stackpool
e
CEO

Stephan
Kåmark

Missouri

Email
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We are a sewing factory in Akron Ohio with over 100 sewers... We
can apply our services for whatever items are needed to be sewn.
We also make camping chairs so we could convert to making cots.

We are very willing to help in any way we can by design and build of
any metal components that could go into assemblies to meet rush
586-839-7979 needs.
All finished goods for our tents are made in USA. Our suppliers have
been made aware of the potential need to ramp up and we are
Drive-through testing tents Mitigation tents Signage and
accessories for crowd control
231-346-8707 prepared to scale up our production facility.
440-461-8287
231-346-8707 All raw materials and products are made in the USA
We would have the capability of producing the checked products,
depending upon the specifications and requirements. We currently
using raw materials that would be used in the products checked.
We don't specifically manufacture those products checked but
920-235-3170 would have the capability and staff to help demand.
We manufacturer a variety of products for the military, shipping
companies, proctor & Gamble, and DOD. We have experience with
certified, flame tested materials. Our equipment includes industrial
sewing machines and a miller hot air/ wedge welding machine. We
805-443-5992 are here to serve our community
Shipping on some equipment 3 to 10 days. We can ship directly to
Other Safety Equipent
248-220-9048 wherever.
Primarily a temporary shelter manufacturer with various sewing
abilities to make items like curtains mentioned above.
631-877-4030
206-764-1041

We are a manufacturer of dome tents and structures.

518-648-6482 We

We

248-787-6862
We are currently ramping production to meet the need but are
540-479-8106 worried about raw materials to support
864-593-0203

Company

Location

Country

Name

TEMPORARY SHELTERS
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Email
Phone
Comments
We have over 36 years experience, with four factories in the
northern part of Arkansas. Privately and veteran owned our
expertise is in producing quality OEM products across a wide range
of industries, including but not limited to: automotive, clothing,
aeronautical to baby products. We are ISO and TS certified and are
known for our expertise in a variety of cut, sew, heat sealing and
pillow blowing capabilities. With over 600,000 sq ft of
manufacturing space and a vast array of sewing equipment we have
sluelf@stitchco.com
a huge capacity to be able to assist in rapid turn-around, specialty
President / Owner ;
870-425-7777 products.

Additional Information

Sleeping bags for Leidos/Nasa Cargo bags for Lockheed Martin /
Leidos / Nasa Emisis bags Pipeline material Boot covers Baby
diapers (re-usable) Pillows Pillow blowing a host of other OEM cut
and sew products including a high level of expertise in cut and sew
of vinyl products for automotive
We produce high-tenacity woven polypropylene fabrics from tape
(aka raffia) yarn in common widths of 40-60" but potentially to
100". After in-house coating, these are suitable for producing tents
or temporary shelters.

American Stitchco Inc Arkansas

USA

Steve
Luelf

BAG Corp

USA

Philippe C Chief Technology PHILIPPE.COMBIER
Combier Officer
@BAGCORP.COM;

706-508-2058

Mar
Ricketts

info@guildworks.co
m;

We are custom fabrication shop with CNC fabric cutting sewing and
high-frequency welding capabilities. We are familiar with all sorts of
coated fabric fabrication. We also have a team that is good at
We are custom fabrication shop with CNC fabric cutting sewing and
high-frequency welding capabilities
503-850-6622 temporary shelter installation.

Elizabeth
Paulson VP, Marketing

elizabeth@america
ntent.com;

Hi--We are American Tent. We make commercial tents--usually for
happy occasions--but these are the same tents that are used for
drive up testing. They are also able to be used for temporary
shelters and triage areas. Our tents are not medical grade, however,
so should not be used in surgical theaters, etc. A quick look at
researching body bags suggests the kind of vinyl we use could be
used for them--and we have the best sewers in the industry. We are
also based in the US, with all production taking place in our Green
920-265-9737 Bay, facility, and most materials originating here in the States.

Todd
Dalland Pres
Michael
Reddish Founder
Alex
Kouzman
off
President

tdalland@pvilion.co
m;
mikeskustom@gmai
l.com;

Vincent
Innocenzi President
Scott
Sutherlan
d
President

vince@chicagomari
necanvas.com;

GuildWorks LLC

American Tent

Pvilion

Texas

Oregon

USA

Wisconsin USA

MK Upholstery

New York USA
Massachus
etts
USA

Aztec Tents

California

Chicago Marine
Canvas
Tacoma Tent &
Awning and Olympic
Tent

Dorchester Awning
Company

Illinois

USA

USA

Washingto
n
USA

Massachus
etts
USA

Principal

Mark
Lampson President
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We produce tents integrated with flexible solar panels so that the
solar powered tents with battery boxes provide shelter and instant tent fabric makes electricity from sunlight. We also provide the
batteries and electrical equipment with the flexible PV fabric tents.
917-670-3040 power without having to connect to the grid
781-363-3418 We welcome your inquiry and look forward to working with you.

310-347-3010
We currently do not product Lab Coats, Structures or Tents but
have the capability to do so. Our organization has <10 employees
312-487-1133 but we are willing to help.
We could possibly make some items above that I didn't check, such
as curtains. We have many sewing machines and Kabar welders,
Tarps, covers, temporary storage and warehouse structures.
800-481-4128 along with CAD cutting capacity.

781-826-9001

We have a 24,000 sq ft factory we use to fabricate custom awnings.
With that we have ability to make things like Privacy Curtains, tent
tops and even metal frames for tents (though for tent frames and
tent tops it would be more efficient to use existing Tent
manufacturers) - but we can do it if need arises and you run into
difficulty sourcing. We are not currently producing anything for
local hospitals or for Covid-19 applications.
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We are fabric fabricators that work with fabrics typically 10oz or
greater. Separator curtains, tents containment covers.
Industrialcanvas.com will provide a scope of our larger scale work
that we can do.
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Oregon
USA
Washingto
n
USA
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Sales
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O'Leary Manager
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William
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President
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Fabric Images

Illinois

USA

Gordon
Hill

President

ghill@fabricimages.
com;

224-703-3500

Quarantine systems
We have a full sewing & production facility, we specialize in the
fabrication of tension structures, however have the capacity for
volume runs of most anything. We have not produced medical
products but can produce a finished product, given the
specifications and materials to produce can be provided to us. We
will have the capacity to assist where needed.

Lark international inc

California

USA

brian ku

ceo

brian@larkintl.com;

562-941-9173

pvc material with knitted fabrics

cain@flsbanners.co
m;

Signage to help direct patients when they arrive at a facility. COVID19 ENTER HERE, DO NOT ENTER. Restricted Entry. Portable
We specialize in custom printed polyester fabrics in addition to
Information signs to help educate patients and visitors as they enter
screen printing. We can also laser cut woven, knit, and nonwoven a facility. Mask Required, Wash Hands, Age or Visitor Number
fabrics. We have a large network of sewing capabilities available as Limits. Outdoor shelters to prescreen patients. Washable table
covers and signage that can be cleaned after each use.
414-877-0386 well.
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President
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om;
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We are willing to make tents and shelters or any other similar
602-252-3430 products. Thank you.

bill@nwalpine.com;

503-201-4167

gcfw@cilogear.com;
deano@tarpinnovat
ors.com;

503-305-3858
206-601-3769;
360-598-3090

dave@chesterfielda
wning.com;
fabric@flexfirmprod
General Manager ucts.com;
Owner

President
Sales Manager

503-288-6591

david@avalontent.c
o;
joe.ryan@ravenind.
com;

787-306-7771

708-596-4434
626-448-7627
more than 250k sqft of temporary structures for rent and sale used
949-939-5725 from inventory as well as new fabric and structures available.
We manufacture the reinforced plastic sheeting that gets used for
605-838-5177 temporary tents and roofing during times of emergency.

Cold chain case bags and protective covers

As a manufacturer of custom fabric structures, primarily awnings
and canopies for homes and businesses. We encounter a variety of
needs by our clients. Utilizing marine grade fabrics (Sunbrella) as
well as Vinyl Fabrics. The most pertinent thing that I think we
would make that could be of use would be somewhat
temporary/permanent shelters. Think fabric covered outdoor
eating areas at restaurants, or other large eating establishments.
Which would include a fabric roof, and walls if needed. Completely
custom, with some size restrictions, not ideal for relocation once
installed, but possible. Everything we do is designed to be for the
most part modular and somewhat easily installed by 2-4 people.
While our customers primary purpose is for permanent or long time
use. Our structures are built out of aluminum tubing and can be as
temporary as needed to be.
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Just let us know how we can support. We are a tent manufacture
but have sewing capability and willing to change over product lines
to support if needed to do basic medical supply products. Have
matt@tentsupply.c
former knowledge of ISO 13485 regulations and 20 years of
om;
813-415-4672 experience in the medical field.
Scott@tents4sale.co
m;
Tents
972-880-5059 We have tents ready to go.
jake@seatcoversunl
We manufacture automotive Seat Covers and are willing to help
imited.com;
however we can.
480-832-5050 Not sure if we can help but would be happy to.
Anita.Sutton@outd
oorventure.com;
Military Tents and iPanel hard wall shelters.
606-376-5021
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USA

Ohenry Productions
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USA
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Dan
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Sprung Structures

Georgia

USA

jim avery VP

Mutton Rental Center Indiana
Main Awning ^ Tent
Peak Event Services
Awning & Sign
Contractors

USA
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USA
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USA

Co-Founder
Owner
president
Senior Director
Tent Sales
Production
Director
Sales

averyj@sprung.com
;

980-770-7211
I have a 30-40 used party tents (B grade) that could be used as
608-963-6041 shelters.

Well done IFAI and whoever else for putting this together! Let's
805-479-6122 keep America working and making progress.
We specialize in the design and fabrication of custom pop-up
inflatable structures. Our expertise in all inflatable structural
techniques ensures we can produce a custom solution for any pop513-373-6909 up shelter need.

Odd fabric parts, or textile goods requiring unique specifications.
We tend to specialize in very large or very heavy sewn parts. We do
not have a rated cleanroom level manufacturing facility. We have
an Autometrix plotter/cutter, so we can do high-volume cutting.
We have a seam welder suitable for long welds in PVC type fabrics
for tents, awnings, and shelters.

260-557-4381
513-621-6947
We still have approx. 1M square feet of available triage/medical
781-503-2144 tenting available for rapid deployment.
260-665-1521
We produce the end product. Tents used for emergency services or
254-714-1103 shelters.
We are a marine canvas shop, so we socialize in waterproof, high
Mesh shades for outdoor areas or waiting areas
850-261-4546 durability fabric production.
Sprung Structures www.sprung.com Engineered tension
membrane structures designed to provide immediate solutions for
accommodation and testing
800-661-1163
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650-430-1081

We are a cut & sew facility based in Santa Rosa, California. Over the
last 25+ years the core of our business has been personal safety and
protective equipment for the Military, Law Enforcement and
Construction industry (www.bpe-usa.com). While the majority of
the products we make are heavier items such as knee & elbow
pads, riot shield carriers, plate carrier vests, hydration carriers,
duffel bags, tote bags, messenger bags, laptop sleeves etc. we can
also produce any other soft goods and have previously produced
aprons, parkas as well as hospital gowns, napkins and other items
for customers. Our other product brand for upcycled products we
make is: www.sonoma-usa.com

540-750-3223

Supply coated and laminated fabrics for structures to the industry.

812-867-2421
239-394-1718
920.770.8368
1267-245-2533
Tent or shelter manufacture with capacity to produce tents
800-998-3687 immediately

210-464-5919

